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CInAPCe is an abbreviation for the Portuguese expres-

sion Cooperação Interinstitucional de Apoio a Pesquisas sobre

o Cérebro (Inter-institutional Cooperation to Support Brain

Research).

The central biological question of our proposal is the

investigation of basic mechanisms that lead to epilepsy and

related seizure disorders. Our goals are to develop new

methods and techniques to improve the understanding 

of mechanisms of damage, plasticity and repair in epilepsy;

and to apply these results to improve diagnosis, prevention

and treatment of patients with epilepsy. The main 

motivation to constitute the CInAPCe Project came from

the necessity of approaching this relevant and complex

biological problem by combining the expertise of research

groups with distinct and complementary backgrounds.

Our mission is to host the center for Animal Model

studies as a Main Research Center (MRC) of the Fapesp/

CInAPCe program at the São Carlos Physics Institute –

University of São Paulo (IFSC – USP). The proponent group

of researchers and collaborators will be responsible for the

definition of requirements of this high field Magnetic

Resonance animal system, its operation and the hardware

and software developments necessary to carry out the

experiments for animal studies. Also under the responsibility

of the researchers at this center development and 

adaptation of MRI/MRS methodologies to be used on 

the other centers of the CInAPCe network where human

studies are being conducted.
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Example of technological interface: Arterial Spin Labeling
measurement of Arterial Perfusion Territories by using 
a localized labeling RF coil. The figure shows the diagram 
of the labeling scheme used to label blood flowing in just
one of the carotid arteries of a Sprague-Dawley rat
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The Center associated to this project is on its very beginning.
All necessary equipment to perform most of the proposed
experiments is still in the process of acquisition, and the main
impact is expected upon the installation of the new MRI/MRS
spectrometer electronics, expected for August 2008. Our team 
of researchers is already running preliminary tests of the 
experimental methods using the existing, limited performance
equipment that is installed in our laboratory. Preliminary results
were obtained on two of our main lines of research:
understanding vascular territories by using Arterial Spin Labeling
and NMR Instrumentation for MRI/MRS experiments. Our 
interest on Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) started early in 2003 as
the CInAPCe network began to take form. To perform studies on
ASL we found necessary a “turn key” MRI spectrometer, different
from all others developed locally at our Institute. Following the
period between our proposal and the effective contract of the
project by FAPESP, we decided to seek an alternative path to 
fulfill both our urge for results in this very competitive field and
the necessary material and data for one of our students. Most of
the results on this line of research are related to the application
of the concepts of ASL and its continuous variant CASL to study
vascular territories mapping by using a dedicated labeling coil.
Another line of research was on NMR Instrumentation for
MRI/MRS experiments. Since we intend to use the acquired
spectrometer, initially with an existing magnet at our laboratory
(31cm/2.0 Tesla) and later on with the recently acquired one
(33cm/4.7 Tesla), and since we were granted with resources that
allow us to purchase only the electronics for this spectrometer,
we spend a great effort on the development of resonating 
structures to be used as NMR probes for animal studies.
Our group has a wide and long time experience on NMR 
instrumentation, and one of the main missions of this center is
its contribution to the CInAPCe network with technologically
oriented lines of research. All important results generated 
by these research topics are described on the papers and 
conference communications as listed below.
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